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Consider independent and identically distributed random variables [X, Xn , n # Z d+]
with either EX=0 or E |X |=. We establish strong laws so that  |n|N an Xn 
bN  1 almost surely. Our procedure selects the constants [an , n # Z d+] and
[bN , N1] so that these strong laws obtain in almost any possible setting.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let [X, Xn , n # Z d+] be independent and identically distributed random
variables. We only consider random variables that either have zero mean
or none at all, since all other situations are trivial. Following in the
footsteps of Khintchine [9], in [1], it was shown that if the random
variables are nonnegative, then
lim
N  
 |n| N Xn
BN
=1 almost surely
fails for all sequences [BN , N1]. Actually, if we let [an , n # Z d+] be a
sequence of constants then strong laws of the form
lim
N  
 |n|N an Xn
BN
=1 almost surely (1)
only exist for particular random variables and only certain types of weights
[an , n # Z d+] (see Section Four). Our job is to find these types of strong
laws for every distribution in this class. These strong laws are known as
Exact Strong Laws due to the fact that there exists an almost sure nonzero
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limit even though the random variables either have zero mean or none at
all.
It has been shown, when d=1, that in order to have such strong laws
we need our random variables either to barely have a first moment or to
barely just miss having a first moment. We need to find the appropriate
constants [an , n # Z d+] and [BN , N1], so that (1) holds whenever
xP[ |X |>x] is slowly varying at infinity. In [3] a technique was estab-
lished that partially solves this problem. While this technique worked in
most situations it failed in extreme cases. The technique presented in this
paper improves greatly upon the previous one. It will work for just about
any distribution in our class. Moreover, instead of having to verify that one
series was convergent while the other was not, we now only need to show
that one series converges. This series is the one that every strong law needs.
The important point here is that all this is achieved by our improved selec-
tion of our sequences, namely the sequence [cn , n1]. These theorems are
surprisingly simple to prove once we define our constants properly.
As in [4] we weakened the condition that xP[ |X |>x] is slowly varying
to the condition that xP[ |X |>x]rL(x), where L(x) is slowly varying at
infinity. This is not a trivial change, since we now can include the famous
St. Petersburg Game (see Example Two from Section Five). This game,
which was conceived over 300 years ago by some of the greatest mathe-
maticians in history, has been the driving force behind all such fair games
problems. The idea, which is to try to balance the sum of random variables
with constants, is prevalent in statistics. This has been the motivating fac-
tor behind the Central Limit Theorem, the Laws of the Iterated Logarithm,
and all kinds of Laws of Large Numbers. This work does extend [4] so that
we can obtain strong laws that we couldn’t before (see Example Three from
Section Five). For more on the ‘‘fair’’ games problems see [5] and [6].
The earlier procedure worked quite well. It worked for many slowly
varying functions such as (log x):, where : is any real number. However,
it failed in extreme cases, such as e(log x):, when : was in the interval
(&1, &12] or [12, 1). (It did work when : was in the interval
(&12, 12), see [2]. In essence it worked for half of these functions. Note
that this is only a slowly varying function when : is between &1 and 1.)
Our new technique not only removes one of our previous hypotheses, but
it works for all slowly varying functions of the form e(log x):. However, for
exactly the fact that there is no largest convergent series such as
n=3 (log n)
an, a<&1, our new technique will still fail at a few bor-
derline cases. So even though it works for nearly every slowly varying func-
tion, we can still come up with a counterexample. But, if we use multi-
dimensional indices we can obtain Exact Strong Laws even for those coun-
terexamples, such as elog xlog(log x)log(log x) (see the last example from
Section Five). A truly surprising result is that in many cases we can use any
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partition of Z d+ and still obtain an Exact Strong Law (see the first two
examples from Section Five).
We partition our space Z d+ into nonempty disjoint sets [An , n1]
whose union is Z d+ . On these sets the constants an are fixed. Hence we set
an=an whenever n # An . The idea is that all the points in An are n units
from the origin. We also let |n|=n, where n is the index of the set An . We
let dn=|An | , i.e., the number of points in An . Note that dn1.
To ensure that our norming sequence increases we set bn=(log n)b,
where b>0. As usual we start with the auxillary sequence [cn , n1],
where cn=bn an . Since bn is only indexed by n and an is fixed on An we
can likewise define cn=cn whenever n # An . It is extremely important to
note that we are very careful in how we choose our sequences. They are
selected so that the one and only real assumption will hold in most situa-
tions. This hypothesis, (2) is necessary in order to obtain any strong law.
Naturally, in order to ensure that we have a nonzero limit the random
variables must not be symmetric. We define c as the parameter of sym-
metry. If the two tails of our distribution are equivalent, then c=1, and
these limit theorems still hold, but the limit will be 0.
As usual we let lg x=log (max[1, x]) and lgk x=lgk&1 (lg x) for k2.
Also, the constant C will denote a generic real number that is not
necessarily the same in each appearance. Some of the steps of our proofs
have been omitted. Those pertaining to slowly varying functions can be
found in [4] or on pages 275 to 284 of Feller [8].
2. MEAN ZERO CASE
In this section the random variables will have mean zero. In this case we
use
+(x)=|

x
P[ |X |>t] dt
as our truncated mean. Our first and most important task is to define the
sequence [cn , n1]. Let cn=inf[x : x+(x)ndn lg n]. This ensures that
cn tndn +(cn) lg n and lg(cn)tlg(ndn). With [cn , n1] defined and
bn=(lg n)b we let an=bn cn . Then we extend to Z d+ via an=an and cn=cn
whenever n # An .
As in the past we define c as the parameter of symmetry, where
c= lim
x  
EX &I(X &>x)
EX+I(X +>x)
.
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As noted previously if c=1, then the two tails are balanced in the sense
that our Exact Strong Laws cannot hold. However, our theorem still holds,
but the limit is zero, as expected. In most cases c=0 or c= since one
tail will most likely dominate the other. Note that if P[X< &x]=
o(P[X>x]), then c=0.
Theorem 1. If xP[ |X |>x]rL(x), where L(x) is slowly varying,
EX=0, and
:

n=1
dnP[ |X |>cn]< (2)
then
lim
N  
 |n| N an Xn
bN
=
c&1
b(c+1)
almost surely
where b>0.
Proof. We partition our sum into the three terms:
b&1N :
|n| N
anXn=b&1N :
|n|N
an[XnI( |Xn |cn)&EXI( |X |cn)]
+b&1N :
|n| N
an XnI( |Xn |>cn)
+b&1N :
|n| N
an EXI( |X |cn).
In order for the first term to converge almost surely to zero we need to
show that n=1 dnc
&2
n EX
2I( |X |cn)<. This happens since
:

n=1
dnc&2n EX
2I( |X |cn)C :

n=1
dn c&2n |
cn
0
tP[ |X |>t] dt
C :

n=1
dnc&2n |
cn
0
L(t) dt
C :

n=1
dnc&1n L(cn)
C :

n=1
dnP[ |X |>cn]
=O(1).
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Applying the KhintchineKolmogorov Convergence Theorem and
Kronecker’s Lemma (see [7]), we can conclude that the first term vanishes
almost surely. The second term goes to 0 via (2) and the BorelCantelli
Lemma. As for the third term, since the mean is 0
EXI( |X |x)=&EXI( |X |>x)t\ c&1c+1+ +(x).
Thus the third term is asymptotically equivalent to
\ c&1c+1+ b&1N :
N
n=1
dnan+(cn)=\c&1c+1+ b&1N :
N
n=1
dnbn+(cn)
cn
t\c&1c+1+ b&1N :
N
n=1
dnbn+(cn)
ndn+(cn) lg n
=\c&1c+1+ b&1N :
N
n=1
bn
n lg n

c&1
b(c+1)
.
Combining these three observations the proof is complete. K
3. INFINITE MEAN CASE
In this setting we use as our truncated first moment
+(x)=|
x
0
P[ |X |>t] dt.
Let cn=inf[x : x+(x)ndn lg n]. As in the last section cn tndn+(cn) lg n
and lg(cn)tlg(ndn). In this setting we let
c= lim
x  
EX &I(X &x)
EX+I(X +x)
.
As in the last case, if c=1, then the two tails are sufficiently symmetric that
our Exact Strong Laws fail. However, Theorem 2 still holds. Once again,
if P[X< &x]=o(P[X>x]), then c=0.
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Theorem 2. If xP[ |X |>x]rL(x), where L(x) is slowly varying,
E |X |=, and (2) holds, then
lim
N  
 |n| N an Xn
bN
=
1&c
b(1+c)
almost surely
where b>0.
Proof. We partition our sum into the same three terms:
b&1N :
|n| N
anXn=b&1N :
|n|N
an[XnI( |Xn |cn)&EXI( |X |cn)]
+b&1N :
|n| N
an XnI( |Xn |>cn)
+b&1N :
|n| N
an EXI( |X |cn).
As in the last proof the first two terms vanish almost surely via (2). As
for the third term, since
EXI( |X |cn)t\ 1&c1+c+ +(cn)
the third term converges to (1&c)(b(1+c)), which completes this
proof. K
4. DISCUSSION
From [1] we know that if [X, Xn , n # Z d+] are independent and
identically distributed nonnegative random variables with EX= and
[an , n # Z d+] are constants satisfying Mn |an | A and
:
n
k=1
dk |ak |=O(Mn |an | ) (3)
then
P { limN  
 |n|N anXn
BN
=1==0
for all sequences [BN , N1], where Mn=nk=1 dk . So it would be nice if
we can show that our weights do not satisfy (3). This is the main constraint
on our weights. Clearly (3) holds if an=1 and in many other settings, such
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as when an is nondecreasing. But, if we select an , bn , and cn as we did in
the last section, then (3) doesn’t hold in most situations, such as dn being
nondecreasing.
Theorem 3. If dn is nondecreasing, then (3) fails to hold.
Proof. Since dn is nondecreasing we have ndn lg n increasing and since
x+(x) increases (see [10]) it follows that +(cn) increases. Thus
:nk=1 dk ak
Mnan
=
nk=1 dkbk ck
Mn bn cn
t
nk=1 dk (lg k)
b(dkk+(ck) lg k)
Mn (lg n)b(dnn+(cn) lg n)
=
dnn
Mn
:
n
k=1 \
(lg k)b&1
k+(ck) + } \
+(cn)
(lg n)b&1+
 :
n
k=1 \
(lg k)b&1
k+(ck) + } \
+(cn)
(lg n)b&1+

nk=1(lg k)
b&1k
(lg n)b&1
rlg n  . K
Hence nk=1 dkak {O(Mnan), but just barely. This shows that we are
selecting our constants properly. It is quite natural to assume that dn is
nondecreasing. If we use the max-norm, then our sets nk=1 Ak are hyper-
cubes with Mn tnd and dn tdnd&1, which trivially satisfies the hypothesis
of dn nondecreasing.
5. EXAMPLES
In all the ensuing examples we will assume that P[X<&x]=
o(P[X>x]), hence c=0 in each case. We can just as easily make the left
tail dominate the right one. Clearly we don’t want symmetry in the sense
of c=1. What is extremely exciting about our first two examples is that we
can partition Z d+ in any way we wish. These results hold for any selection
of the sets [An , n1]. It should be noted that dn will affect the coefficients,
hence the limit, but not whether or not an Exact Strong Law exists.
In our first example we show that any product of logarithm functions
will work, i.e., the series in (2) will converge in any situation. The only
reason we set :1>&1 is so that that we can use Theorem 2. Similarly, we
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could have chosen :1<&1 and used Theorem 1. Or we could have let
:1=&1 and then we would have had to observe :2 in order to determine
whether or not the first moment exists.
Example 1. If xP[X>x]ta >mj=1 (lg j x):j, where :1> &1, then
lim
N  
 |n| N an Xn
(lg N )b
=
1
b
almost surely
where b>0.
Proof. In this case
+(x)ta |
x >mj=1 (lg j t)
:j
t
dt
t
a >mj=1 (lg j x)
:j (lg x)
:1+1
.
Since cn tndn +(cn) lg n we have
P[ |X |>cn]t
a >mj=1 (lg j (cn))
:j
cn
t
a >mj=1 (lg j (cn))
: j
ndn +(cn) lg n
t
a >mj=1 (lg j (cn))
:j
ndn _ a:1+1 ‘
m
j=1
(lg j (cn)): j lg(cn)& lg n

C
dn n lg(cn) lg n
.
Since dn1 it follows that lg(cn)tlg(ndn)lg n and dn P[ |X |>cn]
C(n(lg n)2). Hence n=1 dnP[ |X |>cn] is a convergent series. K
If we wish to obtain our coefficients we must first obtain [cn , n1].
Since cn tndn +(cn) lg n and lg(cn)tlg(ndn) we have
cn tndn \ a:1+1+ ‘
m
j=1
[lg j (ndn)]:j lg(ndn) lg n.
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Thus
an t\:1+1a +
(lg n)b&1
ndn lg(ndn) >mj=1 [lg j (ndn)]
:j
.
If we use the max-norm as our norm, then Mn=nd and dn tdnd&1 and
ant\:1+1a +
(lg n)b&1
dnd (d lg n):1+1 >mj=2 [lg j n]
: j
t
(:1+1)(lg n)b&2
ad :1+2nd >mj=1 [lg j n]
: j
.
If we let d=1, then we obtain the same result as the fourth example from
[4].
We examine the more general case of xP[X>x]rL(x) via the 300
year-old St. Petersburg Game. Even though xP[X>x]rL(x) instead of
xP[X>x]tL(x), our technique works just as easily. We generalize the
classic St. Petersburg Game in such a way that the coin need not be fair.
Example 2. Let [X, Xn , n # Z d+] be i.i.d. random variables with
P[X=q&k]= pqk&1, where 0<p=1&q<1, k=1, 2, ... . Then
lim
N  
 |n| N an Xn
(lg N )b
=
1
b
almost surely
where b>0.
Proof. From [5] we have 1xP[X>x]<1q, whence
+(x)=|
x
0
P[X>t] dtt
p lg x
q lg(q&1)
.
Therefore
cn tndn +(cn) lg nt
pndn lg(cn) lg n
q lg(q&1)
t
pndn lg(ndn) lg n
q lg(q&1)
whence
:

n=1
dnP[X>cn]C :

n=1
1
n(lg n)2
<
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where
an=
bn
cn
t
q lg(q&1)(lg n)b&1
pndn lg(ndn)
which generalizes Example 7 from [4]. Again, this result holds no matter
what we use as our norm. K
It should be pointed out that (2) doesn’t converge in every situation.
Due to our selection of [cn , n1] we are fortunate that it converges in
most cases. As we saw in the first two examples, (2) converged no matter
how we partition Z d+ . This next example explores the situation of where
the real line case fails and where we need to utilize the multidimensional
indices. Here L(x)=elg x lg2 x lg2 x and (2) will diverge if we let dn=1.
Example 3. Let [X, Xn , n # Z d+] be i.i.d. random variables with
xP[X>x]telg x lg2 x lg2 x and dn=an, then
lim
N  
 |n| N an Xn
(lg N )b
=
1
b
almost surely
where a>1 and b>0.
Proof. We need to show that (2) converges with dn=an. If L(x)=
elg x lg2 x lg2 x, then +(x)telg x lg2 x. From cn tndn +(cn) lg n it follows that
:

n=1
dnP[X>cn]C :

n=1
dnL(cn)cn
C :

n=1
L(cn)(n+(cn) lg n)
C :

n=1
1
n lg n lg2 (cn)
C :

n=1
1
n(lg n)2
=O(1)
since lg2 (cn)tlg n. K
While the first two examples work in any dimension, this last example
shows that in order to obtain an Exact Strong Law we may need at times
to use our multidimensional indices.
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